2019
SCICAN EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP

SciCan, in conjunction with the CSGNA, is pleased to announce four (4) annual educational scholarships in the amount of $500 each, to be awarded to members of CSGNA for use in attending the National CSGNA conference. The award will go to persons who have made a significant contribution to GI advancement and education in her/his hospital or community.

Choosing a winner from among the candidates will not be an easy task! We expect that the calibre of applicants will be very high, and neither SciCan nor the CSGNA executive believes that they/ we should stand in judgment of the applicants and deem that one is more deserving than the others. Therefore, assuming that the candidates all meet the criteria, a draw will be made for the winner. The recipients will be announced in the August issue of the Guiding Light and will be presented commemorative plaques at the CSGNA annual meeting. The winners’ names and photographs will also be published on SciCan’s website.

SciCan is a Canadian manufacturer and distributor of medical and dental products. Our medical products in Canada include the Innova endoscope washer-disinfector, Statim sterilizer, endoscope transport systems and ATOS endoscope storage cabinets. SciCan is pleased to support the CSGNA and its goal of keeping its members abreast of developments in the field of Gastroenterology. We are privileged to work with such a dedicated, professional and fun-loving group of people.

In order to encourage applicants from all parts of Canada, each CSGNA Chapter will be asked to submit one qualified candidate for the SciCan Educational Scholarship. The choice of a candidate to submit rests with each Chapter. The application should consist of a one-page description of the candidate’s contributions to endoscopy in the region. All other selection criteria that pertain to CSGNA educational awards apply.

QUALIFICATIONS;
✓ Must be a current active member of the association for a minimum of the last two consecutive years
✓ Cannot have received this scholarship in the previous two years.
✓ Is not a member of the National Executive or the National Planning Committee
✓ Must have submitted all required documentation.

REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION:
✓ A written summary of how this scholarship will benefit you in your work
✓ A current resume
✓ A written summary of your past involvement in CSGNA

All submissions will be evaluated by the Awards and Research Committee comprised of the Director of Awards and Research, President and President Elect. Where there is a conflict of interest another board member will be engaged to assist in the decisions. All decisions of the committee are final.

ONLY SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED BY THE DIRECTOR OF AWARDS AND RESEARCH BY THE DEADLINE OF MAY 31st, 2019 WILL BE ACCEPTED. APPLICATIONS MAY BE:

Mailed to: Linda Gandy
Awards and Research Director
6 Woodcroft Cres.
Waterdown, ON L8B 0H1

Emailed to: awardsdirector@csgna.com